**MEET AND GREET**
**NEW AND RETURNING FAMILIES**

Meet the Teachers*
Get your questions answered
Discuss important information

Thursday
22 August 2024

Appointment to be scheduled via email sign-up system

*It would be highly appreciated if you could print the form on page 12, fill it out, and bring it with you on August 22nd.
Meet the Teachers

Ms Usmani
Homeroom Teacher
f.usmani@is-ulm.de

Ms lga
Teaching Assistant
Let's embark on our first project together: crafting a family class book. We're seeking your assistance in compiling the pages. Kindly contribute 3-5 photos for your family page by August 26th.

Family Book

We have found that a small family photo album is an excellent comfort and resource to children when entering into a new environment. These small flip albums can be purchased from DM or Muller. Pictures of your family, favourite places, holidays and adventures shared that they can access during the day. They will be placed in a small basket in the Calm Down Corner of the room. At sleep/rest time they can be on mats or nearby to aid in nurturing a sense of security.
Language your child uses to alert of their personal needs. Toileting independence is mandatory for attendance.